INDEX

A
Activity
  cluster, 183
  network, 166–168
Airline medical emergencies, 234
Air travel, design analysis, 162
Amazon.com, innovation framework, 133
Analogous Models, 72
  comparison, 73
  discovery, 73
Analogous thinking, project aspects
  (identification), 73
Analysis Workshop, 190
  planning/facilitation, 191
Assumptions, challenge, 197
Asymmetric Clustering Matrix, 162–164
Asymmetric matrix, creation, 163
Attraction stage, description, 179
Attribute scales, identification, 177
Automobile industry, innovations history, 53

B
Behavioral Prototype, 232
Behaviors, capture, 121
Boeing Company, teamwork, 249
BOLT (application), 210
Brainstorming exercise, 200
Budget
  creation, 101
  improvement, 218
Bus, rapid transit, 120
Buzz reports, 22
  information sources, browsing, 23

C
Car rental company, innovations, 34
Car-sharing service, 212
CeaseFire Chicago, 48, 116, 188
Change patterns
  sensing, search engine developers
  (impact), 17
  understanding, 23
Children, media, 240
CityFriends (cultural tourism), 38
Close-proximity observations, 17
Clothes, maintenance, 46
Club V, strategic venture, 78
Clusters
  defining/labeling, 168, 171
  identification, 160, 164, 171
  Coffee shops, experience (improvement), 239
  Commercial renovations, 100, 140
  Compelling Experience Map, 178–180
  Competencies Plan, 310
  Competitors, identification/mapping, 75
  Competitors-Complementors Map, 74
dimensions, comparison, 75
  Complementors, identification/mapping, 75
  Complimentary concepts, combination, 257
Comunidad Diabetes, 114
Concept Catalog, 244
Concept Evaluation, 259
Concept-generating matrix, 216
Concept Grouping Matrix, 242
  sorting, 243
  Concept groups
    defining/labeling, 243
    review, 241
  Concept-linking map, 262
  Concept Matrix, 217
  Concept Prototype, 234
  Concept Round Role, 223
Concepts
  metaphors/analogies, 218
  normalization, 241
  prototype, identification, 235
  reality, 288
  sketching tasks, assignment, 237
  user/provider values, scoring, 263
  Concept Scenarios, 238
  Concept Sketch, 236

D
Daily life, immersion (importance), 91
Data, reduction/organization, 145
Databases, sharing, 132
Descriptive Value Web, 150
  comparison, 261
Design cards, preparation/usage, 229
Design Principles Generation, 188
Diabetes, management, 274, 276
Direct analogy, 219
Disruptive innovations, 134
  creation, 197
Dog ownership, 66, 176, 242

E
Elderly, support, 228
Emerging markets, arrival points, 64
Empathy, building, 90
Engage stage, description, 179
Enter stage, description, 179
Entities
attributes, defining, 147
cluster, 155
comparison, 175
identification, 153, 155, 157
list, 159, 163
profiles, creation, 175
relations, determination/measurement, 159, 171
scoring scale, determination, 163, 167, 171
Entities Position Map, 152
Entities Relations Attributes and Flows (ERAF) Systems Diagram, 146
Eras, defining/labeling, 67
Eras Map, 66
attributes/time periods, defining, 67
visualization, 67
Ethnographic Interview, 110
resources, assembly, 111
Ethnographic research, usage, 91
Exit stage, description, 179
Experience Simulation, 120
Experts
identification, 31, 83
opinions, monitoring, 16
Extend stage, description, 180
Facebook, creation, 297
Fantasy analogy, 219
Farmer’s markets, recycling, 236, 270
Fiat Mio FCC III, Fiat Brazil development, 92
Field Activity, 122
research participants, identification, 122
users, observation, 123
Field protocol, planning, 107
Field visit, 106
debriefing, 107
Financial information, identification, 71
Financial Profile, 70
organization/comparison, 71
Findings, aggregation/sharing, 23
Five Forces, impact (assessment), 79
Five Human Factors, 102
Food-wellness-diabetes convergence, 40
Foresight Scenario, 265
2x2 map, creation, 265
Frame insights, 130
Framework, 57
Fringes, exploration, 199
From...To Exploration, 42
to perspective, description, 43
project aspects, listing, 43
Frontiers, understanding, 54
G
Gaming, future, 178
Gandhi, Mahatma, 135
Gapminder, 17
Generation Y, retail (future), 98
Global cooking platform, 143
Godrej Group, disruptive innovations, 134
Ground-level observations, 17
Group sessions, discussions (usage), 23
Guiding principles, development, 135
Healthcare industry, innovations, 36
HeartSense, 24
Historical context, research, 67
Holistic solutions, conceiving, 249
Homebuilders, 74, 294
Home cooking, 170
Home entertainment, 102
Home-Life Strategic Platform, 28
Honeycomb (Google), 131
Ideation Game, 224
Ideation Session, 212
Image Sorting, 116–118
exercises, 117
method, selection, 117
Implementation Plan, 306–308
India
automobiles, presence, 110, 124
healthcare/technology, 318
Industry Diagnostics, 78
Industry information, collection, 79
Information
analysis, 115
organization, 27
sources
identification, 27, 63
monitoring, 17
Initial Opportunity Map, 44
dimensions, identification, 45
discussion, 45
map creation, 45
Initiatives
list, 311
matrix, creation, 313
Innovation Brief, 318
Innovation diagnostics, types, 76
Innovation Evolution Map, 68
quantitative measures, data collection, 69
Innovation Framework
opportunities, 35
types, 34
Innovation Landscape, 36
databases, identification, 37
industry, selection, 37
patterns/opportunities, 37
Innovation opportunities
defining/stating, 49
discussion, 43, 47
review, 49
speculation, 45, 47
Innovations
agreed-upon definition, establishment, 29
history, compilation, 69
intent
description, 81
framing, 49
quantity/quality, assessment, 77
search, 29, 35
understanding, 77
visual diagram, creation, 35
Innovation solutions matrix, creation, 307
Innovation Sourcebook, 28
inspirational use, 29
table, creation, 29
Insights
capture, 160, 164
clustering matrix, 170–172
description, 139
extraction, 147
observations, 138
sorting, 140
statements, collection/clustering/reclustering, 141
visualization, analysis, 145
Intent, formation, 19
Intent Statement, 48
Interest groups
discussion, 84
forums, location, 85
review/summary, 85
Interviews, 83
protocol, planning, 111
Intuition gap, 205
Jump Associates innovation team, impact, 90
K
Kennedy, John F., 291
Key facts
  summarization, 27
  topic, defining, 27
  usage, 26
Keyword Bibliometrics, 32
  findings, summary, 33
  time period, consideration, 33
Keywords, determination, 33
Kickstarter, 201
Kindle (e-book reading device), 18
Kitchen activities, 104
L
Leadership, assignment, 313
Learning
  play, impact, 106
  summary, 235
Learning Apps (Peapod Labs), 22
Legacy planning, 44, 268
Life insurance company, opportunity, 44
Listening, openness, 92
M
Matrix
  cells, population, 217
  sorting, 171
McDonald's Innovation Center, 288
Media scan, 24
  topics, identification, 25
Medical devices company, innovations, 32
Medical tourism, 258
Mental models, using, 57
MindshareViz, 314
Mobile computing (Doblin), 96, 166
Morphological chart, creation, 257
Morphological Synthesis, 257
Music business, transformation, 56
N
National Parks System (NPS), opportunities, 207
Needs, search, 93
Network diagram
  creation, 168
  refinement, 147
News media, future, 80
NHL Hockey project, 146
O
Observation
  capture, 107
  collection, 139
  description, 105, 139
  importance, 89
Observation Queries, 143
Offering-Activity-Culture Map, 46
  activities, description, 47
OpenIDEO, 251
Open listening, 92
Opportunities, 205
  identification, 134
  principles, 204
Opportunity Mind Map, 206
Options, conceiving, 251
Organizations
  identification, 77
  response mechanisms, identification, 79
SWOT assessment, 81
Out-of-School Youth (options), 26, 72, 122
Outpatient experience, improvement, 190
Overview diagram, creation, 61
Overviews
  construction, 133
  importance, 17
  seeing, 17
Participants
  interview, 113, 115
  plotting (2x2 map), 97
Patterns
  analysis, 175
  search, 26, 32
  visualization, analysis, 145
Peapod Labs, 22, 84
People
  experience, description, 103
  study targets, 101
Performance metrics, establishment, 305
Persona Definition, 210
Personal analogy, 219
Persona visual profile, construction, 211
Pilot Development and Testing, 304
Platform attributes, 297, 298
Platform Plan, 296–298
Play, future, 68
Plot entities, creation, 153
POEMS framework, 104
Popular Media Search, 62
  topics, identification, 63
Position map, creation/analysis, 153
Prescriptive Value Web, 260
  comparison, 261
Problems
  reframing, 18
  search, 93
Professional organization, long-term strategy, 76
Prototypes, reiteration, 287
Prototyping space, creation, 235
Publications, search, 65
Publications Research, 64
Puppet Scenario, 228
Q
Query results, 143
  coding, 145
R
Reference table, creation, 185
Remote Research, 124
  protocol, writing, 125
  users, identification, 125
Repository, creation/management, 65
Research
  areas, definition, 61
  conducting, 27
  participants, identification, 123
  plan timeline, creation, 61
  protocol, planning, 113
  question, identification, 121
Research Participant Map, 96
  plotted map, analysis, 97
Research Planning Survey, 98
  patterns, identification, 99
Residential renovations, 100, 130
Resources, assembly, 107, 111, 113
Retirement, planning, 208
Role-play ideation, 222
Role Round Robin, 223
S
Scenarios, envisioning, 252
Schools, digital age, 83, 280
Search engine developers, change pattern sensing, 17
Searches
  conducting, 63
  determination, 145
Semantic profile, 174
Sense intent, 16
  concept, 15
SHIFT Platform, 62
SimCity, challenge, 55
Simulation design/operation, 121
Singapore Polytechnic, education (reframing), 43
Six Sigma practices, 18
Sketching tasks, assignment, 237
Social Kitchen, 182
Solution Database, 278
  construction, 279
Solution Diagramming, 266
Solution Enactment, 270
Solution Evaluation, 274
Solution Prototype, 272
Solution Roadmap, 276
Solution Storyboard, 268
Sources citing, 63
Stakeholders enactment, 271
feedback, 308
identification, 223, 261
understanding, 66
Stories, narration, 201
Strategies, defining, 289
Strategy opportunities, 205
Strategy Plan, review, 319
Strategy plan workshop, 300–302
activity, preparation, 301
Strategy Roadmap, 294
organization support, 295
Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) diagram, review/discussion/analysis, 81
2x2 diagram, 81
Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis, 80
Subject Matter Experts Interview, 82
Summary Framework, 184
creation, 185
Survey creation/distribution, 99
questions, development, 99
Symbolic analogy, 219
Symmetric clustering matrix, 158–160
Symmetric matrix, creation, 167, 171
Synthesis Workshop, 280–282
planning/facilitation, 280
System opportunities, generation, 205
System overviews, seeing, 55
Systems, exploration, 131
Target participants, identification, 97
Team Formation Plan, 312
Ten Types of Innovation (Doblin), 76–77
Terrain map, results (visualization), 37
Test market, identification, 305
ThinkeringSpaces, 232, 272
Thought leaders, opinions (monitoring), 16
Timeline, creation, 101
TOMS Shoes Company, 289
Topic, defining, 27
Tree diagram, construction, 157
Tree/Semi-Lattice Diagrams, 156
Trends foreseeing, 18
identification, 41
recognition, skill, 18
Trends expert interview, 30
preparations/conducting, 31
transcription/summary, 31
Trends Matrix, 38
dimensions, 39
discussion, 39
Urban dating, 256
User-centered categories, selection, 257
User Groups Definition, 176
User Journey Map, 182
User Observations Database, 126
data, inventory, 127
searches, 127
User Pictures Interview, 112
resources, assembly, 113
User Research Plan, 100
research methods, decision, 99
Users attributes, generation, 211
behaviors, identification, 123
journey, envisioning, 271
observation database queries, 142
response analysis, 144
Value flows, determination/description, 151, 261
Value Hypothesis, 208
options, evaluation, 209
Value judgments, making, 251
Value web, analysis/review/refinement, 151, 261
Venn diagram, 154
creation, 41
Video Ethnography, 108
Video footage, collection/analysis, 109
Video gaming, 262
Video permissions, 109
Vision communication, 291
Vision Statement, 314–317
outline, creation, 315
review, 319
Vision videos, creation, 252
Visits, conducting, 111
Visualization technologies, usage, 132
Visual map, creation, 69
What-if cards, preparation/usage, 229
Wii (Nintendo), introduction, 19
Zuckerberg, Mark, 279